America is filled with charming, bustling cities. Orlando, New York City, and Chicago are some of the most visited US cities, and there are other less popular cities scattered across the US with just as much appeal and character. Some travelers enjoy exploring the ten best neighborhoods in Los Angeles, while others seek out the best river cruise in the city of Chicago.

American cities are known for more than their unique neighborhoods and fun attractions, however. Many travelers visit these cities to enjoy exquisite cuisine. From delicious dumplings to deep-dish pizza to fresh seafood, each of these ten US cities offers mouthwatering meals.

**Milwaukee, Wisconsin**
Now is the perfect time for foodies to visit Milwaukee, as the restaurant scene is thriving. From small cafés and bars to luxurious restaurants, there is a strong mix of spots to choose from.

Out of the list of things first-timers should do in Milwaukee, visiting a brewery ranks highly.

The local craft brews are delicious, and there are several brewery tours available. In terms of restaurants, travelers love the upscale Ardent and laid-back Dairyland Old-Fashioned Frozen Custard & Hamburgers.

---

Charleston, South Carolina
No one does comfort food like the south. The South Carolina city of Charleston is known for its Southern comfort food, including warm cornbread, fried chicken, and boiled peanuts.

Don't forget dessert, as a chilled glass of iced tea or slice of peach pie rounds out any Charleston meal.

Delicious dishes can also be found in Charleston's French Quarter, the perfect spot for first-time visitors. Travelers enjoy trying shrimp and grits, lobster, or short ribs.

A few popular seafood restaurants in the area include Revival, High Cotton Charleston, and Magnolias.

Related: Mouthwatering Restaurants That Foodies Are Willing To Book A Flight For

Portland, Maine
Another East Coast city with spectacular seafood is Portland, Maine. Located on Casco Bay, this city boasts beautiful coastal views, historic buildings, and delicious restaurants. The Portland, Maine travel website even states that Portland is the city to visit to enjoy lighthouses, lobster, and beaches.

When visiting this area, be sure to try the lobster rolls and Maine lobster cakes.

Portland also contains a prevalent food truck scene. The Eastern Promenade and Thompson's Point are two spots typically bustling with food trucks and picnics.
Another city named Portland known for its stellar food is Portland, Oregon. When looking for things to do in Portland during a weekend trip, travelers should consider shopping at a farmers market or dining at a local restaurant.

The farmers market at Portland State University takes place every Saturday of the year, featuring fresh fruits and vegetables, as well as booths containing local cuisine.

Related video: The 10th Largest City in the U.S. Might Be the Country's Most Underrated Tourist Destination... (Dailymotion)
The restaurants in Portland also do not disappoint. From clam chowder to bacon donuts to juicy burgers, a wide variety of dishes are available all over the city.

Los Angeles, California
Los Angeles is a Mecca for fashion, celebrities, and food. One aspect of LA that makes it a foodie’s paradise is Grand Central Market.

This ginormous food court has been a downtown LA staple since 1917. With dozens of vendors and a wide range of dishes, Grand Central Market is the perfect spot to explore and try new dishes.

- **Address:** 317 S Broadway, Los Angeles, CA 90013
- **Hours:** 8 am-9 pm daily

There are plenty of wonderful restaurants in the city as well, including the best tacos in LA and the best steakhouses in LA.

---

Nashville, Tennessee

There is so much more to do in Nashville besides listening to country music. Visitors need to explore the food scene and try the delicious downtown dishes.
For the foodies who are obsessed with barbecue, Nashville is a must-visit US city. When local experts listed their favorite BBQ spots in Nashville, they mentioned Butchertown Hall, Shotgun Willie's BBQ, Peg Leg Porker, and Mary's Old Fashioned Pit Bar-B-Que.

Nashville is also known for its exciting nightlife. Grab a delicious drink at Tootsie's Orchid Lounge or Whiskey Bent Saloon.

**New York City, New York**

New York City, the city that never sleeps, is often recognized for its delicious bagels and signature New York-style slice.

Some argue that Tompkins Square Bagels makes the best bagels in town, while others swear by Russ & Daughters' bagels. Travelers looking to explore the bagel scene should book a tour with NYC Bagel Tours.
• **Duration:** 2 hours

• **Cost:** $59 per person

When in the city, travelers should also explore the twelve best foodie neighborhoods in New York City, including Chinatown, Brighton Beach, and Belmont.

Related: Forget Bar Crawls: A NYC Dumpling Crawl Is For Serious Foodies Only

---

**San Francisco, California**
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The seasons are changing and so is the local produce available at @cuesa. Pick up fall favorites like squash, pumpkin, apple, sweet potato, and so many more!

Come by this Saturday from 8am - 2pm and experience more than 100 vendors who come to the Ferry Plaza Farmers Market year-round, rain or shine, to sell fresh produce, craft products, and prepared breakfast and lunch options.

See you there!

@cuesa
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San Francisco is another US city with a stellar food scene. Like New York City, San Francisco is home to a slew of foodie neighborhoods, including Chinatown, North Beach, and The Mission. Each neighborhood offers something different, from Chinatown's pork buns to The Mission's tacos.

One particular spot in San Francisco that every foodie should visit is the Ferry Building. This marketplace hosts a local farmers market that takes place every Tuesday, Thursday, and Saturday.
Guests who visit on other days do not need to fret, as there are plenty of restaurants, cafés, and coffee shops open 7 days a week in the Ferry Building.

- **Address:** 1 Ferry Building, San Francisco, CA 94105
- **Hours:** 7 am-10 pm daily

---

**Chicago, Illinois**

People planning a vacation in the Midwest should consider exploring Chicago's best neighborhoods for food lovers. The West Loop is known for its upscale restaurants and bars, while Pilsen features the best Mexican dishes in the city.
Chicago is also known for its famous Chicago-style deep-dish pizza. Some of the **ten best Chicago spots to try deep-dish pizza** include Pequod's Pizza, Giordano's, and Lou Malnati's Pizzeria.

Foodies with a sweet tooth should embark on **Chicago's Underground Donut Tour**, stopping at Chicago staples like Firecakes Donuts and Stan's Donuts & Coffee.

---

**New Orleans, Louisiana**

Nothing beats Southern cooking. What makes New Orleans food so special is that it is a fusion of different flavors and cuisine. Cajun, Creole, and French cuisine are all New Orleans staples. Some popular dishes include gumbo, jambalaya, and po-boys.

When seeking out New Orleans' **best food**, consider dining at Coop's Place, Napoleon House, or Brennan's Restaurant.
Travelers seeking a more adventurous meal should explore New Orleans’ most unusual dishes, including fried alligator and crawfish sausages. Round out a meal with New Orleans’ signature beignets.